Monday 15th June
Good morning Aslan!
I hope you all had a lovely weekend and enjoyed virtual sports day on
Friday.
Maths:
We will continue with how we have been doing maths – everyone
does the same lesson on the same day. If you are at home, you will
need to watch the video first. I have saved the video links, the
worksheets and answer sheets on Learner Pool in the usual place.
This week we will continue to re-cap on algebra then move on to
measures.
Monday
LO: To solve
two step
equations

Tuesday
LO: To find
pairs of
values

Wednesday
LO: To
convert
metric
measures

Thursday
LO: To
convert
between
miles and
km

Friday
LO: To use
my
understandi
ng to solve
problems

Thursday: If on Wednesday you feel that you need to do more work on
converting metric measures, in IXL Year 5 Maths, Measures, there are
some good activities you could do on Thursday instead. Look at O.1 to
O.5.
Friday: Using the link below, Friday’s problems will be released. Work
through as far as you can with them and see how you get on.
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-6/
English:
Monday/Tuesday:
LO: To use commas correctly
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zdy8qnb
Using the link above, read and watch the videos to re-cap about using
commas in sentences to mark clauses. This will also give you to
opportunity to recap on subordinate clauses. There are two videos to

watch, a quiz to do and two activities. These can be done in your
English books.
DT:
Wednesday/Thursday:
Over the next few weeks, I am going to give you a DT task to do at
home.
Taking the WW2 slogan ‘Make Do and Mend’ I would like you to do
exactly that. Take an old item from your house and either fix it so it
mended or up-cycle an old item into something you could use again.
For example, an old towel into a teddy bear or clothing into a bag or
pencil cases. There are so many ideas so please be as creative as you
wish.
For your topic book, I would like you to take a before and after picture.
You may also wish to document the process you have taken by taking
pictures of each step or writing a set of instructions on how you did it.
Please also post these to Learners Pool so that we can see what you
have done and also have a go ourselves!
I hope you all have had a lovely weekend and I look forward to seeing
you this week.
Miss Scott

